Yard

Riva

Model

Tritone

Category

Vintage speedboat

Visible to

Italy

Region

Lombardy

Price

225000 €

VAT

IVA paid

Description

1957 Riva Tritone #35 “Flamingo”: Carlo Riva started in 1953 to build the so named Riva Tritone; 258 were built in total from
which app.100 are left, Flamingo was the first to mount 2 Chris Craft engines from 175 hp 6-cylinder and inverter control with
knobs instead of the levers (Chris-o-matic), one of the last with the deck in solid wood (from #40 will all be in plywood). The
first owner was the famous Hotel Polana’s owner in Lorenzo Marques, now named Maputo - Mozambique, who bought the
speedboat in 1957. Flamingo is made from Muninga wood, a very strong and a little lighter kind of wood (also called as blood
wood) of Mozambique, because this one would be less sensitive than mahogany for sailing in African water, so makes this
Tritone as Unique. Flamingo was used as a shuttle service to bring guests from the hotel to a nearby islands. During the civil
war Flamingo was used by the army as this was the fastest boat in the country. The son of the Polana’s Hotel owner went
back after the war to search the boat. She was found covered in dust in a shell burning factory somewhere in the corner. It
was bought in 1999 and shipped to Holland where was started the restoration. The hull of the Flamingo was still good enough
but the interior and part of the deck had to be renewed. The engines were shipped in the USA for overhauling to new. It took
in total 15 years to have Flamingo made the way she is today, completely restored. Full documentation is available, as works
list and all restoration invoices, shipping documents etc. Further info on request.

Main data

Hull

35

Length

7.94 mt

Beam

2.62 mt

Draft

0.50 mt

Built Year

1957

Max speed

35 kn

Cruising speed

28 kn

Displacement

2.680 kg

Flag

Dutch

People capacity

8

Material of construction

Hull

Muninga

Deck

Muninga

Hidraulic systems

Electrical systems

Voltage

12 V

N. batteries

2

Capacity

200 Ah

Contact us: LYCAM srl - Gabriele Morosini - Professional Broker
Mobile: +39 348 28 09 797 - Email: gm@lycam.com - Skype: gabrielemorosini.it - Web: www.lycam.com
Disclaimer: the Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this, information not warrant the condition
of the vessel.
This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.

Fuels & Engines

N. engines

2

Power HP

175 HP

Fuel

Gasoline

Brand

Chris Craft

Model

MCL 6-cylinders

Consumption

50 l/hr

Transmission

Axis line

Engines hours

30

N. tanks

2

Capacity

400 l

Material

Stainless steel

Details

Disposition of interiors

Fully restored interior and external with new upholstery and cushions as
follows: two rows of seats with driver's seat stand up, small bow cabin with
2 berths, toilet and hatches can be opened, Sunbed.

Instruments

Double original Riva engines instrumentation. Refitted electric system.
Compass. Siren. Spotlight.

Equipment

Spotlight. Pole gasoline wood. Swim ladder mahogany. Toilet. Steel pole
flag. Retractable soft top. Total canvas cover. Wooden cradle. Loading
belts. Water ski. Fenders. Automatic bilge pumps.
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GALLERY
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